Solution Accelerators

Reusable capabilities to speed the delivery of your solutions
InfoCepts brings a suite of accelerators to accelerate, automate, and advance your data-driven capabilities. When
combined with our cross-functional expertise and solution frameworks, our accelerators dramatically (20-60%) lower time,
risk, and costs for your D&A initiatives. The accelerators are tangible assets - engineered to solve common problems in a
reusable way - that bring our company's 16-year global expertise at your service on Day 1. You benefit from the lessons
learnt, best practices and experience from other clients with the flexibility to tailor them for your unique needs. And, we
are always co-creating more with our customers. Whether you want to optimize your investments or transform them, we
have an "accelerator" for that’s $2.7 M and counting.
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Benefits
Shorter time-to-market

Faster transformation

Lower risks

Better quality

Lower cost

Happier users

Success Stories
Accelerated migration of a BI platform with 1.1 million objects, 38 TB data to AWS for a luxury retailer, which led to 44%
faster time to value and prevented dozens of security and cost overspend incidents
Helped a media giant in high- velocity and complexity MicroStrategy object releases with 30% savings in overall efforts.
Centrally managed 1000+ migrations in a quarter involving 1,500 projects, 40+ I-Servers, 100+ admins

Accelerator

What it does

How it helps

RTDS – Real Time Data Streamer
A tool to move data from legacy to modern
data systems in near real-time

Empowers customers to transition from a
“once-a-day batch” to an "all-day stream"
mode at scale

Accelerates time-to-insights for business
in an efficient, reliable, scalable and
cost-effective way

AcceLake
Solution for configuration and set up of
Data Lake components

End to end solution to shorten the
implementation cycle for cloud native Data
Lakes

Implement a Data Lake 60% ahead of
schedule

APAK - Analytics Platform Automation Kit
One-of-its-kind suite of 30+ practical and
extensible automations for MicroStrategy

Helps in automating most of the release
lifecycle related operations through a single
UI

Helps achieve productivity gains, reduced
dependencies, faster time to value, and up
to 37% TCO savings

AQuA – Automated Quality Analyzer
A quality automation tool to validate data
quality across its lifecycle

Enables accelerated and accurate scaling of
the data quality processes. Configurable to
suit unique customer needs

Provides significant cost savings and
faster turn-around times over manual QA
process. Up to 30-40% reduction in QA
efforts

Accelerated Cloud Analytics
Automation suite for end-to-end cloud
migration

Automates key migration processes for
Analytics environments from On-Prem to
Cloud

Shortens cloud migrations time from
months to days, eliminates risks and
reduces skill dependences

Q2C – Quick to Cloud
A cloud migration accelerator suite based
on open-sourced technologies

Facilitates migration of data from end-of-life
data platforms to cloud-native DBaaS
offerings like Snowflake and Redshift

Ensures ‘first-time-right’ migrations by
automating repeatable steps. Easy and
cost effective to extend and customize

BI Converter
A tool that automates migration from
specific source to target BI platform

Helps organizations accelerate the
modernization of their BI stack without
vendor lock-in. UI to manage the entire
migration lifecycle.

Saves time and cost, reduces dependence
on niche skills

IVA – InfoCepts Voice Assistant
Knowledge discovery engine with
voice-enabled capabilities

Empowers business users to find and use key
information while leveraging existing
enterprise assets with minimal disruption.
Gives user adoption a shot in the arm.

Improves productivity (up to 1.7X), reduces
onboarding cycles (up to 2.5 X faster) and
sub-second response over TBs of data

Cloud Cost Monitor
Cloud spend optimization tool

Provides a single view of costs across
multi-cloud environments, and makes
AI-powered recommendations

Unified, consolidated view of cloud spend.
Highlights potential overspend across
cloud platforms

The InfoCepts data streamer has become a central part of our IT strategy. It has changed our systems
approach from a ‘once-a-day batch’ mentality to ‘all-data-in-real-time’. RTDS fits nicely within our cloud
migration plans as well. I would recommend any organization that wants to change their data paradigm to
look at RTDS as a key component in their toolbox.
- Senior Manager, Analytics

About InfoCepts
InfoCepts is a global leader of end-to-end data & analytics solutions with nearly 20 years’ experience enabling customers to derive value
from a variety of data-driven capabilities. Unique amongst its peers, InfoCepts operates with the scale of a global consulting firm, yet the
expertise of a niche partner.
For more information, please visit www.infocepts.com or follow us on
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